**Riot police hit MIT campus**

By The Tech Staff

CAMBRIDGE and Somerville tactical police, using tear gas, dogs and clubs swept students from the MIT campus yesterday. The police action came after events at the University of Chicago, Chicago. There were several arrests.

For three hours, under sporadic rain showers, police and crowds parried back and forth across Kresge Plaza. Police lobbed dozens of canisters of tear and pepper gas at demonstrators, and at spectators gathered on the roofs of dormitories and on the doors of buildings.

In several instances, police aimed tear gas canisters directly at people. Gas was thrown from a kennel to an auditorium in the Concert Hall for a Friday performance; hundreds of people took refuge in the Student Center.

Six minor and four serious injuries were treated in the MIT Infirmary. The serious injuries included a broken arm, head injuries, and broken teeth, and two back injuries, the latter caused by tear gas canisters fired directly at students. The head injuries were the result of prolonged beating and kicking by riot police of a student who had reportedly attempted to fuel a burning tear gas canister back at police. There were also reports of at least three dog bites inflicted by the police.

MIT officials expressed anguish at the violence. "A bloody mess," Jerome Wiesner called it. The administration was at pains to emphasize that police had not used riot police, but tactical police, using tear gas, rubber bullets, and dogs.

This has been a frantic week has seen a massive State, Princeton, and Brown's arrests in Westport and New Haven, their wives, and several other persons.
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**Campus action mounts as faculty faces issues**

By Jim Moody

Ohio, Kansas, Florida, Ohio State, Pickerington, and Illinois.

Traffic was stopped by Chicago demonstrators. There were struggles with police at the United Nations Building in New York. Mounted police have broken up several demonstrations.

Fredkin's proposals by stating that, "There is no recourse left to those of us who are committed to a national strike - we're doing it because we've fed up."
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